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Medical chemistry- year1  

Objectives 

1- properties of acid and base 

2- acid , base are defined by three main theories. 

3- Arrhenius theory 

4- Bronsted and Lowry Theory 

5- Lewis Theory 

6- Strong vs. Weak Acids and Bases 

7- PH  



 History Of Acids And Bases 
In the early days of chemistry chemists were organizing physical and 
chemical properties of substances. they different property categories: 
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BASE ACID 

1- bitter taste 1- sour taste 

2- reacts with fats to make soaps 2- reacts with carbonates to make CO2 

3-do not react with metals  3-reacts with metals to produce H2  

4- turns red litmus blue 4- turns blue litmus pink 

5- reacts with acid to make salt water 5- reacts with base to make salt water 

6- having the   
 

6- having the  

Arrhenius was the first person to suggest a reason why substances are in A 

or B due their ionization in water 



Arrhenius theory 
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 limitation of Arrhenius theory 

 
1- water is essential  

2- not explain acidity or Basicity of no aqueous solvent 
eg: benzene . 

3- Basicity of ammonia (No OH¯ ion) is not explain . 

4- acidity of BF3,ALCl3( NO H¯ ion) is not explain 
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  bronsted and lowry theory  
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Lewis theory  
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Lewis theory  
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Strong vs. Weak Acids and Bases 
Acid and base strength is based on the extent of 

ionization that occurs when the  .substance is dissolved 
in water 

:Strong Acids 

•strong electrolytes - completely ionized in solution. 

•there are (6) strong acids – know them: HCl, HBr, HI, HNO3, 

HClO4,  H2SO4 .(diprotic) 
  Weak Acids 

•weak electrolytes - partially ionized (typically < 5%)   in aqueous 
solution. 

• any acid that is not a strong acid is a weak acid some examples: 
 HF, H2CO3,  H3PO4, HNO2, HBrO4  
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Strong vs. Weak Acids and Bases 
:Strong Bases 

•strong electrolytes - completely ionized in solution. 

•the strong bases are the hydroxides of the alkali  metals & 
hydroxides of most alkaline earth metals; KNOW THEM: 

LiOH, NaOH, KOH, RbOH, CsOH,Ca(OH)2, Sr(OH)2, Ba(OH) . 

:BasesWeak  

•weak electrolytes - partially ionized (typically < 5%)   in aqueous 
solution. 

•weak bases: tend to be organic compounds that  contain 
nitrogen; ammonia and substituted amines some examples:     

NH3, (CH3)NH2, (CH3)3N , C5H5N, N2H4,  NH2OH. 
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Strong vs. Weak Acids and Bases  

Reversible H+ Transfer Reactions 

• we defined weak acids and weak bases as weak electrolytes 
(only partially ionized in aqueous solution). 

• Now we can talk about their behaviour in terms of an 
equilibrium that exists in solution: 

 

 

  
 •These are heterogeneous equilibria 

 •We will discuss/define equilibrium constants, Ka & Kb.        
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Weak Acids and Acid Ionization Constant, Ka 
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Weak Acids and Acid Ionization Constant, Ka 
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Weak Bases and Bases Ionization Constant, Kb 
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Acid- Ionization Constant at 25° C 
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Bases- Ionization Constant at 25° C 
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Acidic, Basic & Neutral Aqueous Solutions 

•  distinguish between acidic, basic and neutral  
solutions based on the relative [H3O+] & [OH–] 
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Auto- Ionization of water and KW 

•recall that water is amphoteric - can act as an acid  or 
a base. 

•now consider a reaction between 2 water  molecules: 
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The PH Scale 
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PH 
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PH calculation 

Relative acidity and basicity of solution 
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POH calculation 
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PH+ POH = 14 at 25 °C 



PH meter 
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Ex: 
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